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Introduction.

In the Teichmύller space of a given surface, the sub-locus, consisting of
all marked Riemann surfaces which admit holomorphic abelian differentials
having the prescribed periods, plays several important roles in the theory of
Riemann surfaces.

In this note, we will introduce explicit local parameters at a generic point
of this sub-locus. They indicate how zeros of differentials with prescribed
periods vary on the surfaces.

§ 1. The fundamental surgery.

Let a=reiθ^C (r>0, O^0<Ξ;2;Γ) be arbitrarily given. Then a surgery of
C which preserves the differential zdz can be defined as follows: First, set
D(a)=C-{z=t'rί/2eiθ/2\-l^t^l}. Then D(a) is mapped conformally onto
D(-a)=C-{w=it-rι/*etθι2\-l£t£l} by the mapping

namely,

γ-Ίf
where we take the branch of (l-a/z2)1'2 such that 1 1 / 2 =1.

Then w~F(z) maps D{a) onto D(—a). Furthermore, a simple computation
shows that

wάw—zdz.

DEFINITION. We call this surgery the fundamental surgery (of the dif-
ferential zdz) at z—^ with respect to a.

Remark. This is a kind of Schiffer's interior variation, and can be regarded

also as the branch-point variation with respect to the branched covering projec-
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tion π(z)=z2 (where the branch point z=0 moves to a, and hence w2—z2—a).
Recall that such variation can be represented as a quasiconformal deforma-

tion (cf. [2]). For instance, assuming that r<p, we expand F as

on {p<\z\< + oo}. Then the mapping

oCn(z/p2)n on

F(z) on

is a quasiconformal selfmapping of C, and the complex dilatation μf{z) of / is

Σϊ-inc n / o- 2 n S n - 1 on

0 on {\z\>p\.

Since cx— — al2 and μf = Cιp'2'Xp-\-O(\a\2) (which holds uniformly with respect
to z) as a tends to 0, we have

where X^U) is the characteristic function of the disc {\z\<p}.

§2. Period-preserving variation.

Fix a compact Riemann surface R of genus g^2, and a holomorphic abelian
differential φ on R. Also we denote by T(R) the Teichmύller space of R
( , see for instance, [4]).

Suppose that φ has only simple zeros {pj}2l72. For every pJf fix a suitable
local parameter z3 on a neighborhood £/, of />; such that zj{UJ)—{\zJ\<2pj}
and y> can be represented as Zjdzj on \\zj\ <2pj\. We also assume that
{Uj}2jίϊ2 are mutually disjoint.

Then we can consider the fundamental surgery of zjdzj with respect to
α , e C with \aj\<pj/2. Let WJ=FJ(ZJ) be the corresponding conformal map
as in § 1. Then by deleting all topological disc {p^R\ \zj(p)\<ρj\ from R and
by pasting different topological discs F, ( {| Zj \ < pj}) in the w rplane naturally,
we get a marked Riemann surface Ra, or equivalently a point [ # α ] of T(i?),
where we set αr=(αi, •••, α2ί-2). It is clear that the complex structure of Ra

may differs from that of R in general. Nevertheless, φ determines uniquely
a holomorphic abelian differential φa on Ra, which has the same periods as φ.

DEFINITION. We call the above surgery of R for given φ and a (with a
sufficiently small | α | = {Σ?=Γ2ίOLJ\2)1'2) period-preserving variation associated
with ψ with respect to the parameter a.
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Remark. Period-preserving variation can be considered even for any holo-
morphic abelian differential on an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) Riemann
surface.

Define a marking-preserving quasiconformal mapping / [ α ] : R—>Ra similarly
as in § 1 on each topological disc {p^R\ \zj(p)\ <2pΛ Let μ(a) be the Beltrami
differential of / [ > ] . Then we have

for every holomorphic quadratic differential φ on R, where writing φ—φj{zj)dz3

on {\Zj\<pj}, we set φ(pj)=φj(O). In particular, we have

'Jtaj'(φθk)=O 0 = 1, •", 2 g - 2 ; k = l, •>•, g)

for any base {θk}ξ=ι of holomorphic abelian differentials on R.
Thus, though a moves in C2g~2, Ra moves at most in a (2g—3)-dimensional

complex variety. We will show that, in case of holomorphic reproducing dif-
ferential having only simple zeros on R, Ra can actually sweep a (2g—3)-
dimensional complex submanifold of T(R).

To state the main theorem, fix a 1-cycle c on R and let σc be the period

reproducer for c, namely, (ω, σc)=\ <o for every harmonic differential ω on R.

Set θe=θclR'] = σc + t*σc, and Wθc= {[/?'] eT(i?) I R' admits a holomorphic abelian
differential with the same periods as θc\.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that θc has only simple zeros. Then, for every suffi-
ciently small ε>0, the subset Ws= {[#α](=T(/?)| | α | < s , a2g-2=0} is a (2g-3)-
dimensional complex submanifold of WΌc, which gives a neighborhood of the base
point [/?] in Wθc.

More precisely, (au •••, a2g-z) gives a local parameter system ofW0c at [/?].

Remark. (1) Period-preserving variation is a special kind of deformation
considered m [3], where the authors use, as models of the light-cone diagram,
linear combinations of the Green's functions on R in the sense of Schiffer-
Spencer.

The assertion of Theorem 1 remains true for such functions with only
simple zeros (cf. [6]).

(2) We can take 2g-periods of σc as real local parameters transversal to
Wε at [/?] in T(R).

(3) The same assertion will be true for any holomorphic abelian differential
with only simple zeros.
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To prove Theorem 1, we first recall the classical Accola's theorem [1],
which states that critical horizontal trajectories of θc

2 cut R into several doubly
connected subdomains called characteristic ring domains. Also recall that this
ring structure induced by θ2 varies continuously in both metrical and geome-
trical -sense. For precise description, see for instance [5, §2 Proposition].

LEMMA 1. The map

Π: a<ΞEε={\a\<ε, a2g-2=0\ — > [ / ? β ] e ^ e

is injective for every sufficiently small ε.

Proof. If not, there is two distinct point a and af such that [/?«] = [/?«']•
Then since (θc)a and (θc)a' has the same periods and R is compact, we can
conclude that (θc)a={θc)a' In particular, (θe)l and (θc)%' induce the same ring
structure. From the definition of period-preserving variation, this implies that
a=a' when | α | ( = | α ' | ) is sufficiently small. q. e. d.

Furthermore, we conclude that (Θc)a=θc\_Ra] for every a. In fact, \m{θc)a

has the same periods as Im ΘC\_R~\, and it is well-known that the periods of
\mθc[_Ral are independent of a. Thus Im(0c)α—Im0c[#α] is exact, and hence
is identically 0 when R is compact.

In the sequel of this section, fix a sufficiently small ε so that Lemma 1
holds.

LEMMA 2. The image Wε=Π(Eε) is a neighborhood of [/?] in Wθc.

Proof. Fix a characteristic ring domain A\_R~\ of # c

2. Then because of
metrical and geometrical continuity, there is a neighborhood V of [/?] (in T(R))
such that θclRΎ has a characteristic ring domain AIR''] corresponding to A\_R~]
and ΘC\_R'~\ has only simple zeros {pj\_R'~\}2lϊ2 for every [ / ? ' ] G V , where we
can choose the ordering of zeros so that each pj[R'~\ varies continuously in a
suitable sense for every j .

Now fix [_R'~\ in U—VΓ\WΘC arbitrarily. Taking a smaller V if necessary,
we may assume that some mutually corresponding zeros, say p%g-i\_R'] and
p2g-2lR'l stay on the boundaries of A[R"] and .4[i?'], respectively.

Identify p2g-2[Rl to ptg-zlR'^, which is equivalent to set a2g-2~^- Then
we can further identify some part of A[_R~] to some of A\_R'"] so that 0c[-#]
coincides with 0C[/?'].

This identification breaks at some zero of ΘCIR~] or of ΘCIR']. Here we
may assume, without loss of generality, that this happens at a zero, say, pι[R'^
of θclR']. Take a path /{ in AlR']U{p1lR'']> ptg-tLR']} connecting p&R''] to
p2g-2ίR/1' Also let U be a path on R corresponding to l[, which connects
PiLR] to Pig-iίRl suitably.

Set
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When V is sufficiently small, \aλ\ is small enough to apply the fundamental
surgery (period-preserving variation) at pλ\_R~] with respect to alt Moreover
from the construction, we can continue to extend the above identification until
we identify />i[7?<α1.o.....o>] to pilR'].

Repeating such operations, we finally get a^C2g~2 such that # 2 i Γ_ 2=0 and
that [/?«] = [/?']. Also, when U is sufficiently small, U is contained in Wε,
which implies the assertion. q. e. d.

Finally, next Lemma 3 completes the proof of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 3. The map Π is a biholomorphic map of Eε onto its image.

Proof. Holomorphy of Π follows from holomorphic dependence of μ(a)
on a. Since Π is injective by Lemma 1, the assertion follows by a standard
argument (cf. for instance [4, Lemma 6.13]). q. e. d.

Remark. We can further conclude that Ra=Ra> if and only if a,=-a/ + c
for every j with a suitable c.

In particular, Π({a^C2g-2\\a\<ε/2\) is contained in W£.

§3. An example.

Even when the given differential φ has a non-simple zero p, period-preserv-
ing variation at p can be defined. Note that in case of a holomorphic abelian
differential φ with a non-simple zero, local parameterization induced by period-
preserving variation is hybrid. It indicates not only the complex structure of
the resulting surface but also the ordering of zeros of the resulting differential.

Instead of going into details, we will give a simple but typical example.

Example. Let S be a three-sheeted branched covering surface of C— {0}
defined by

{(z, w)\zt=C-{0}, w*=z\z-l)\ .

Add another copy C — {0} to one sheet of S by sewing crosswise along
[—oo, — l ] . Then we have a planar Riemann surface R with 5 punctures.
And the differential (l/z)dz induces a holomorphic differential φ on R with one
simple zero p0 over z— — 1 and one double zero px over z—1. (This represents
2 incoming, 3 outgoing strings. Cf. [3].)

In this case, T(R) is complex 2-dimensional, and since R is planar, Wψ is
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coincident with T(R), and hence is also complex 2-dimensional, where Wψ is
defined as in §2.

Now one way to define local parameters for period-preserving variation is
achived by keeping "one of two zeros" at p1 fixed. This parametrization is
really simple and we can show a similar theorem as Theorem 1. But to
clarify complexity caused by non-simple zeros, we will keep p0 fixed, and
consider period-preserving variation only at pγ. Namely, first take a local
parameter z around pi such that z(p1)=0 and that φ can be written as z^dz.
Fix a=(aί} a2) with a sufficiently small \a\, set aι=reίθ, and consider two
segments Laι and L'ai=Lβai on the z-plane, where we set β~e2πι/3 and

\z\^\a\, arg (-J)=0 (mod2τr)

for every a. Also set a2=peιφ, and assume that φ-\-2kπψ[_θy #+2π/3) for
every k^Z if αr-£θ. Consider two segments La2 and L«2, where we set
L'a2= Lβa2 if φ+2π/3+2kπ £ (0, 0+2ττ/3) for every k^Z, and Z/β8= L~βa2

otherwise.
Now, first cut the z-plane along Laχ and L'av and paste all sides of cuts

similarly as in § 1. Second, cut along La<L and L'a2, and paste sides of cuts
again similarly as before. (Here we need some carefulness for the pasting
when θ-φ=2π/3 or Ξ - 2 T Γ / 3 modulo 2π.

The above surgery gives period-preserving variation at px with respect to
a—{alf α2). We denote the resulting marked surface by Ra.

Remark. Note that the map Π: a^>[RaΊ is never injective in this case.
For instance, when φ+2kπ(£(θ—2π/3, 0+2π/3) for every k^Z, it is clear that

[Λ(α1.α2)] = [^(α2.α1)]. AlSO, lR(av α2)] = {.R{av α2)] if CC2 = βa2 OT =β(X2, eXCβpt
for the case that | α 2 | > l « i l and \a2, ά2} = {λβau λβax] with some λ>\. (Not-
ing these equivalent relations and Theorem 2 below, we can give a local para-
meter system at [/?].

On the other hand, we can show, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2,
the following.

THEOREM 2. Fix a sufficiently small ε>0, the set {Ra(=T(R)\a is as above
with | α | < ε } covers a neighborhood of \_R~] in T(R).
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